Attracting Top Talent:
Five Tips to Make the
Hiring Process Painless
THE RESULT: BETTER FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Candidates for your open positions have diligently prepared, put their best foot forward during the interview
process, provided excellent references, nailed the
questions and rocked the crisp, freshly dry-cleaned
suit. They are certainly qualified for the position, and
they may even be the top candidate, but busy schedules make you slip on follow-up after the interview.
They move on to another company, another interview.

How do you stop top talent from going elsewhere
and nail the hiring process?

The U.S. unemployment rate is returning to prepandemic levels¹, so it’s now more important than ever
to elevate your employer brand and increase offer
acceptance from top talent. After all, simply adding
one star performer to a team boosts the effectiveness
of other team members by 5-15%.² No wonder, then,
that study after study shows stronger financial
performance in companies that make proportionally
greater investments in identifying and developing
top talent.

Here are five ways to attract top talent and
make the hiring process painless for them:
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Develop a Strong Employer Value
Proposition (EVP)
An EVP is a statement that explains why top talent employees should work for your
company. It details the benefits your company offers employees in exchange for
their talents. Benefits, in this sense, is not necessarily medical insurance and
personal time off. Instead, it details unique benefits, such as a dynamic workplace
culture, the opportunity to work with top name clients, community outreach, and
training and development programs. 84 percent of the world’s top 100 most
attractive employers (as defined by college students) have a strong employer value
proposition.³
RH (formerly Restoration Hardware) is one company doing it right. The company
career site states:
The careful integration of people, products, ideas and inspiration creates
our own unique point of view where the whole become more valuable
than the sum of its parts.
The statement shows potential candidates why the work at RH is important not just
to them, but to the whole.
The RH career site goes on to say:
At RH we believe deeply that the "right" people are our greatest asset. We value
people with high energy, who possess the ability to energize others. People who
are smart, creative and have a point of view. People who see the answer in every
problem, versus those who see the problem in every answer. People who are
driven, determined and won't take "no" for an answer. We value team players,
people who are more concerned with what's right, rather than who's right.

The company also shares an array of benefits it offers while also giving candidates a
glimpse into the company's culture. Sounds like a great place to work, right?
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Keep Your Talent Acquisition
Period Short
The average hiring process lasts around a month, which may
be too long — especially in specific industries such as IT where
candidates are typically off the market within 10 days. A lengthy
recruitment process causes talented candidates to reject offers.
And more than half of recruiters confirm that a lengthy process
holds them back from recruiting top talent.
This shouldn’t be surprising — if you find your perfect candidate, she is probably
someone else’s perfect candidate, too. A shorter hiring process will let you snatch up
top talent – use the 24-hour rule of thumb⁴:
> Create checkpoints with 24-hour turnaround periods at critical
steps in the process.
> Make sure your recruitment pipeline isn’t leaky — have
your team schedule interviews within 24 hours of finding a
promising candidate.
> Train your staff to have offers drawn up within 24 hours of a
favorable decision after an interview.
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Engage Early with a
Candidate Portal
It’s important to engage early with top talent, ensure candidates are treated like VIPs,
and boost your offer acceptance rate. You need to investigate setting up an easily
accessible portal which provides guidance and transparency every step of the way—
from the first point of contact to interview to date of hire, and beyond.
You can give the candidate a special link to their portal to communicate with you
securely, complete tasks, and track status every step of the way. Automatic email
notifications sent from the portal give candidates a clear understanding of their
status, making them feel connected to the hiring process. You can even make offers
from the portal.
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Improve Your Company’s
Brand Image
75% of potential employees consider an employer’s brand before filling out a job
application. The best potential candidates are more than smart, savvy, and experienced.
They are a strong fit for the culture of your company. HR leaders who ensure a
consistently dynamic brand personality across every candidate touch-point will:
> Accelerate candidate pipeline growth
> Shorten the time to fill roles
> Land top-tier talent

A study from CareerArc found that 75% of job seekers
consider an employer’s brand before even applying
for a job. However, the same study showed that only
57% of employers have an employer brand strategy.⁵
To attract the most qualified employees and to best serve candidates, HR leaders
and their companies must take deliberate steps to create and evangelize a dynamic
employer brand. Yes, the tables turn on you. Rather than you judging the candidate’s
resume, the candidate will be judging your job ad. But how do you make it attractive?
The job ad will have to be specific but not dry. There’s somewhat of a trend to make
everything sound amazing, but don’t just jump on the bandwagon. You’ll be reaching
out to people who have seen more than one ad in their lifetime. Yes, there is room for
communicating your corporate culture and humor. However, if there’s one thing you
shouldn’t get too creative about, it’s the job title – keep it simple and straightforward.
There are many ways you can help your company showcase its unique culture and
attract top talent, including:
> Leveraging active and accessible social media profiles
> Targeting ads toward passive job seekers
> Creating job descriptions that focus on the business impact of the role instead of a
list of required skills
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Look at Existing Talent
Taking a look at the best of your existing talent will also help you attract new potential
candidates.

Recently, a Gallup poll found that companies in the
top 25% of employee engagement experience 21%
higher productivity and 22% higher profitability.⁶
Familiarize yourself with different departments and roles within those departments. Sit
down with the best employees and chat about their work. You might even spend some
time following the best of the best employees through the day.
Ask your employees if your current culture accepts differences in others? Is there
flexibility? How does current staff feel about working there? How are people
promoted and/or rewarded? These questions can be very valuable when attracting
new talent.
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Hire the Right People Faster with
Oracle Recruiting
Finding the best talent, hiring them quickly, and on-boarding them efficiently can be
difficult in today's competitive environment. Oracle Recruiting (part of Oracle Cloud
Human Capital Management) addresses these common challenges of recruiting and
takes this process into the modern era by leveraging a data-driven approach and a
mobile user interface (UI) to source and engage both internal and external
candidates and apply business insights across all of HCM for better hiring decisions.
Oracle Recruiting enables employers to track and measure complete information
about their talent across the HR spectrum. It keeps the candidate experience at the
center of the recruiting process by leveraging innovative technologies such as
chatbots and modern mobile-friendly user experiences to provide candidates — both
internal and external — with a compelling consumer-like experience.
> Identify top talent quickly and accurately
> Provide a holistic view of talent management and career progression
> Improve insight into talent and position needs to drive better offers and hiring decisions
> Improve the complete candidate experience from initial engagement to hire
> Automate and extend the reach of recruiting efforts with chatbots
> Enable new hires to become productive and engaged employees
For more information, contact us to learn more on automating key hiring processes as
well as creating quick and smooth on-boarding of new hires with Oracle Recruiting.
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